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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Two hours until #MigraineChat. Join me for some “Would You Rather?” (1p ET) Preview questions
and, if you’ve never joined before, find tips for participating at the link in the tweet below.  Hope to
see you here! 

CarmenRose (she/ella)  @carmenrfiallo 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat. Join me for some “Would You Rather?” (1p ET)
Preview questions and, if you’ve never joined before, find tips for participating at the link in the tweet
below.  Hope to see you here! 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat. Join me for some “Would You Rather?” (1p ET)
Preview questions and, if you’ve never joined before, find tips for participating at the link in the tweet
below.  Hope to see you here! 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat. Join me for some “Would You Rather?” (1p ET)
Preview questions and, if you’ve never joined before, find tips for participating at the link in the tweet
below.  Hope to see you here! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well
as possible. If it’s your first time participating, take a moment to review the chat tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who else is here for #MigraineChat? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable
(i.e., you do not need to share anything about your health). 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I’m Beth, the host of #MigraineChat. I was looking forward to spring, but I guess we only got one day
(yesterday)! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While you do intros, a reminder to please *always*: (1) Include #MigraineChat in all tweets. (2) Use
A1, A2, etc., to reply to Q1, Q2, etc., or quote tweet. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Other reminders: (3) Twitter is public, so keep that in mind as you respond. (4) Please don’t use GIFs
or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. (5) Click #MigraineChat, then latest, to see the
chat in chronological order. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Hi, I'm Raven. Having a busy day so I'm very grateful to take an hour to chat with y'all
over some coffee and meds. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
We’re going to play “Would you rather.” I’ll post a question. Some are purely hypothetical/hypothetical
to you, and others involve trade-offs we often deal with. Choose, then give an explanation. There’s no
wrong answer. Skip if Qs are tough for any reason. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. Would you rather 1) be given $10 million (USD) or 2) never have another #migraine attack?
Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/LnNJ6kPGQD 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 Thanks for taking a break for #MigraineChat! 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: since I haven't had a pain-free day in 30 yrs anyway, I'd take the $10 mill. I could
afford better tx and make the world better too. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos   @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A1: tough question! I’ll say the $$. With that amount I won’t have to work, hence the
migraines will significantly reduce. Although not having a migraine ever again will be like winning the
lottery #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 I like this thinking.  #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@NobleRingleader This seems to be a common strategy. Good thinking. If only it weren't hypothetical.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@adelee23 Ah, yes. I did leave some ambiguity. Sorry! But my situation would be similar in making a
decision. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. Would you rather your #migraine treatments (preventive or acute) give you 1) full relief with a bad
side effect or 2) partial relief with no side effect. Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/amER75jXBh 

Debbie Schildkraut @debbiejsr 
@beth_morton q2: partial w no side effect. no question. bc I'm so used to the migraine stuff; I'd hate to
have to get used to something else and/or start taking additional meds to deal with bad side effects.
#MigraineChat 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
@beth_morton I’ll take the cure. Then I could work again An bed not stress so m much about money!
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I think I agree. And this is such a good point... and how I end up on multiple meds. Chasing side
effects.  #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: partial but no side effects. Some of the side effects of migraine meds are brutal
and still prevent me from doing what I want/need to do even when they get the pain down to a dull
roar. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos   @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A2: parcial relief with no side effects. Rather deal with 1 problem than with 2+.
#MigraineChat 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
@beth_morton I think it really depends on what the “bad effect” is. Migraine isn’t my only disability.
#migrainechat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Who else is here for #MigraineChat? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you
feel comfortable (i.e., you do not need to share anything about your health). 

Eat the rich & tax the church @EvilTwinMN 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Would you rather your #migraine treatments (preventive or acute) give you 1)
full relief with a bad side effect or 2) partial relief with no side effect. Explain. #MigraineChat
https://t.co/amER75jXBh 
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Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A1:I wud prefer the money as I cud then retire early.Stress,Tension, Anxiety r my main
3 triggers & these cud b massively reduced if I didn't have 2 work again.Instead I cud fill my time with
mindfulness, light exercise,rest,time away with friends/family which help #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@InAutistic Yeah, ambiguous on purpose. Something you wouldn't really want, but could be anything.
#MIgraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Oof, yes. Often my anti-nausea & anti-dizziness meds were more for side effects from
other meds than strictly the migraine. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. Would you rather have 1) a doctor who is really knowledgeable about #migraine or 2) really
empathetic and compassionate? Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/s0IhjMv91G 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@renudhinakaran Very fair plan! #MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
@beth_morton A1: I’m not a money-driven person but I feel like that amount is just too good to not
take. With it, I can seek better treatments and perhaps even fund some research into therapeutic
interventions #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@DisabledStem Hi Alyssa, welcome to #MigraineChat. PhDs and #migraine are a tough combo. Mine
only became disabling the last year or so of my program, but I can empathize.  

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A3. Knowledgeable. That's my communication style- I always want to know the how's
and why's. #migrainechat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: I've lived this one. I prefer knowledgeable. The compassionate one was a great
listener but didn't offer many tx options let alone understand how my disabilities intertwine. The
knowledgeable one gets that so my tx was more expansive. #MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: @DisabledStem Hi Alyssa, welcome to #MigraineChat. PhDs and #migraine are a
tough combo. Mine only became disabling the last year or so of my program, but I can empathize.  

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
@beth_morton I’d rather have a doctor who is compassionate and will work with me. Right now, my
neurologist is an A and my PCP is B. As long as I have the spoons to coordinate, IS really ideal!
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@DisabledStem I want to like this twice! #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos   @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A3: I have been blessed that my neurologist is both. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@InAutistic Great point. Both in one would be good, but if you at least have one of each on your team,
that is helpful, too. The coordination btw them does take spoons. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
I wonder if we'd still be saying "partial with no side effects" if: there were more tx that really do give full
relief, and if migraine med side effects weren't generally so disabling. It's currently hard for me to
imagine full relief with no side effects. lol #MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
@beth_morton A3: As much as I would love the empathy and compassion, I know I could get that
elsewhere (our community). I prefer a doctor who is knowledgeable on the topic and is able to talk
about the science with me (mechanisms of drugs, physiology, etc.). #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@YadiraR787 @beth_morton My current HAS is both as well because she's a migraineur too. It
makes a world of difference. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fulhambhoy Excellent point. Compassion isn't helpful if you aren't getting accurate diagnoses and
effective treatments! Both are great when/if you find that unicorn! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Would you rather have #migraine-free 1) work weeks or 2) weekends/vacations. Explain.
#MigraineChat https://t.co/SkmIIT3RiQ 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton Q3. I’ll opt for compassion every time. Partly because I think that compassionate
providers are also willing to learn and adapt and improve skills and knowledge, anyway.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 Right? To me, this question is very hypothetical. Full relief at all just doesn't happen -
side effects or not! #MigraineChat 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
@MaeNena73 That’s part of what makes things so hard for Me now. When I first was dx I had a
preventative that am most stopped them completely and an abortive that stopped the ones I did get in
40 min. With no side effects from either. I miss those days. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: I think weekends so I could be more active outdoors during the day & get more
writing done in the evenings. Working with migraine sucks but I have the privilege of WFH so it's not
as bad as many have it. #MigraineChat 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
RT @beth_morton: @fulhambhoy Excellent point. Compassion isn't helpful if you aren't getting
accurate diagnoses and effective treatments! Both are great when/if you find that unicorn!
#MigraineChat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
@beth_morton A4: For me, weekends & vacations because those are the times I have my husband
off work and he's our only "real" income. I feel like I'm always sick when he's home and free. He
needs a healthy me more often. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@miaowlex Hi! We're doing our montly #MigraineChat and this one is a bit different. I'm just posing
hypothetical "Would You Rather" type questions. Feel free to respond or read through answers
anytime! You can also check my pinned tweets for more info. 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
@beth_morton A3: Both? But if I have to chose, I'm going to go with knowledgeable. I've come to
accept many if not most docs of all varieties and specialties are poor or just fair at bedside manner. I'll
take knowledgeable - *if* they act on their knowledge & treat accordingly. #migrainechat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A4. What's a "vacation"? I prefer a migraine free work week as opposed to a weekend
because I can take it easy on the weekend but I have to get up for work. #migrainechat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
@beth_morton A2: Partial no side effects, hands down. Especially if those side effects are nausea
and sleepiness to the point I can't function for days. (Beth, these are fun questions, good job!)
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Just a gentle nudge to remember the hashtag. --> #MigraineChat It makes it easier for everyone (and
me) to follow the chat. 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
@beth_morton A1: As my father always says, "it depends on which side of the desk you are on." On
migraine days I'm going to say never have another migraine. Otherwise I'm going to say the money :)
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeExhausted Thanks! I had a little help from the Discord group when I had writers block prepping
for #MigraineChat 
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Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
Here is a random off topic #MigraineChat vent today. I am developing another headache today from
eye strain from my computer (editing work today that can't wait). My insurance only pays for new
glasses every 2 years. I have no $ to sink into new bifocals right now. I'm just mad. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeExhausted Oh, so true! #MigraineChat 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Would you rather 1) be given $10 million (USD) or 2) never have another
#migraine attack? Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/LnNJ6kPGQD 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Would you rather your #migraine treatments (preventive or acute) give you 1)
full relief with a bad side effect or 2) partial relief with no side effect. Explain. #MigraineChat
https://t.co/amER75jXBh 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Would you rather have 1) a doctor who is really knowledgeable about
#migraine or 2) really empathetic and compassionate? Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/s0IhjMv91G 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Would you rather have #migraine-free 1) work weeks or 2)
weekends/vacations. Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/SkmIIT3RiQ 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. Would you rather 1) have a way to make #migraine be a more outwardly visible disease or 2)
keep its “invisible illness” status? Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/4gnbzzYXqV 

Debbie Schildkraut @debbiejsr 
@beth_morton A4: vacation/weekend. I'm fortunate to have a fairly flexible work schedule. but I spend
lots of thought/energy trying to avoid migraines due to the disruptions in routine that come w
travel/vacation and to make sure I can do and enjoy whatever it is I'm planning. #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A3: I wud prefer a Dr who is very knowledgeable. Whenever I nd a shoulder to cry on I
have a gud set of friends & family, so having a gud educated Dr will help me 2 either completely erase
or reduce my headaches which in turn will help with my mental state too. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A5: More visible, so people who don’t know or suffer from it can be emphatic and
compassionate. #MigraineChat 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Would you rather 1) have a way to make #migraine be a more outwardly
visible disease or 2) keep its “invisible illness” status? Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/4gnbzzYXqV 

Debbie Schildkraut @debbiejsr 
@beth_morton A5: lol I gripe about it all the time on twitter to help make it more visible. I'm secure
enough at work that also feel a responsibility to normalize the idea that we all have our own stuff going
on all the time. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@VasilikiLampiri @beth_morton I wish this was the case, but my experience proves otherwise. My
most knowledgeable HAS treated me like specimen #258, worthy of scientific study but not a full
person per se. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@gbianchi00 Are you comfortable sharing why (it's okay if not)? #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: more visible. But tbh, if you know the migraineur, it IS visible when we're in an
attack. I just wish there was a way to make that more widely known. Though I'm aware just being
more visible doesn't necessarily mean more accepted. #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A5. More visible. And I think in a way it is for me- it is hard for me to hide when I am
not myself. My VM usually involves pain, light sensitivity, balance issues, trouble articulating...
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. Would you rather have a live-in 1) chef, 2) housekeeper, 3) personal trainer, 4) administrative
assistant, or 5) nanny? Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/keCISVLbzA 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@adelee23 @beth_morton It's interesting how most people don't notice our migraine unless it affects
our verbal abilities. I get brain fog which makes me use the cousin of the right word I want. Then ppl
notice. #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: housekeeper. Cleaning is such a trigger due to chemical smells and often a POTS
trigger too. Just having someone clean my tub & floors more regularly than I can would be amazing.
lol #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A6. Unless the nanny can drive me places since I don't have kids and chauffeur wasn't
an option... I guess personal trainer. I need to work out but I want to do it safely (without triggering
myself) and not alone. #migrainechat 

CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
@beth_morton Hi! A little late but I'm here - CarmenRose (she/her)! I do community outreach for non-
profits when I have the spoons. I am coming up on my 1 year diagnosis anniversary for Chronic
Migraine, but have been experiencing them for almost 4 years :') #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@adelee23 Oh, chauffer would've been a good addition (I might pick that). Next time! Noted.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: Any last thoughts or questions? Thank you all for being here and sharing really insightful reasons
for your tough decisions! I wish I had $10 million to give each of you. 😊 #MigraineChat 

CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
A1. Wow this question... surprisingly hard. I can't believe I'm saying this but I would turn down the $10
million. #ChronicMigraine is SO debilitating and negatively impacts me every single day so I would
have to choose never getting another migraine attack! #MigraineChat 

CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
@beth_morton Wow these questions are SO good! I'm really having to think on these😂
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@carmenrfiallo Hello! So glad you made it!! We're wrapping up the hour, but stay and please your
thoughts. I may take a break then pop back a bit later to check on others that pop in late (always okay,
by the way). #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. Also, consider joining
the Discord #MigraineChat server. When you join, read & accept the rules message (w/a 👍) and all
other channels will become accessible. https://t.co/M4zLMAKW8Q 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Thanks, Beth! I look forward to #MigraineChat every month. 

CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
A2. Another tough one!! I would have to choose partial relief with no side effects. Sort of a "I'd rather
have the devil I know, then the devil I don't know" situation. & from personal experience the side
effects from medication are just SO harsh sometimes.. #MigraineChat 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
RT @MaeNena73: @adelee23 @beth_morton It's interesting how most people don't notice our
migraine unless it affects our verbal abilities. I get brain fog which makes me use the cousin of the
right word I want. Then ppl notice. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 You are so welcome. Thank you for being here today! #MigraineChat 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
@MaeNena73 @adelee23 @beth_morton I love that description of “the cousin of the right word” it’s
so accurate! #migrainechat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Don’t forget: Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the
community. Also, consider joining the Discord #MigraineChat server. When you join, read & accept the
rules message (w/a 👍) and all other channels will become accessible. https://t.co/M4zLMAKW8Q 

CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
A3. I'd have to say someone really knowledgeable. One of the hardest parts of seeing migraine
treatment is that I feel like doctors don't know a lot about it. I honestly feel like I learn more from the
#MigraineCommunity than my doctor. #MigraineChat 

CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
A4. As much as I wish it could be weekends/vacations, during work weeks would be more helpful.
Work triggers my migraine attacks more than anything. And then maybe I'd finally be able to work full
time lol #MigraineChat 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
@beth_morton I have to say chef. But that’s partly because I have a housekeeper come every other
week and that’s fine. But if I could have consistent access to safe food all the time. I can’t even
express how that would improve My QOL!! #migrainechat 
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CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
@beth_morton A5. Definitely more visible! It's so hard when folks don't understand what I go through
because they can't see it. I think people would empathize with us more if it was more visible.
#MigraineChat 

CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
@beth_morton A6. The biggest help would be having a live-in chef. On high pain days it can be hard
to make myself food, but I need to eat to take my meds and feel better... it's an exhausting cycle.😭
#MigraineChat 

Inspirational Quotes @leobeeson 
RT @carmenrfiallo: A3. I'd have to say someone really knowledgeable. One of the hardest parts of
seeing migraine treatment is that I feel like doctors don't know a lot about it. I honestly feel like I learn
more from the #MigraineCommunity than my doctor. #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A5: Ideally it wud b best suited if this condition was more visible. As we are all aware it
is an invisible illness & that is probably why it isn't appreciated more. Some doubters just look at you
and wonder where the problem lies...they just haven't got a clue! #MigraineChat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
@beth_morton Thanks for hosting. This is always fun, helpful and nice to commiserate. 💜
#migrainechat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Would you rather 1) have a way to make #migraine be a more outwardly
visible disease or 2) keep its “invisible illness” status? Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/4gnbzzYXqV 

Kindy @cupcakeskindy 
@beth_morton #migrainechat more visible just so people can understand rather than think you’re
being quiet/grumpy eycy 

Kindy @cupcakeskindy 
@beth_morton Migraine free holidays & weekends! So many times these have been ruined
#migrainechat 

Kindy @cupcakeskindy 
@beth_morton Definitely partial with NO side effects! The side effects of certain ones can be as
debilitating as a migraine #migrainechat 

Kindy @cupcakeskindy 
@GaryAspinall10 @beth_morton Great idea! #migrainechat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A1. Gimme the money! With it, I could afford better treatments and more access to
healthcare as opposed to being a prisoner of my health insurance company. #MigraineChat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A2. Partial relief, no side effects. #MigraineChat 

Luna Rose @LunaR0sette 
Never have another migraine. I like feeling productive and going outside and being with other people,
and my migraines destroy my ability to do that 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A4. Easy! I need migraine-free work weeks. I'm single, so there's only me to work and
pay the bills. I have to maintain a job. As much as it stinks having a weekend ruined by a migraine, at
least I'm not stressed about missing work or not functioning as well. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@codemacabre I wear either my fl-41 glasses or my Avulux almost all the time I'm in public and so far,
I don't think anyone has asked me about them. I've wanted to ask other people wearing pink tinted
glasses ("Migraine?"), though, but don't want to bug them. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton Q6: Definetively chef! Although SOMETIMES I like to cook, I’d rather not worry about
food. It’s something we need everyday.        #MigraineChat 

Wellnish. @WellnishCo 
Quick tip: If you get #migraine headaches that tend to start in your neck or jaw, please consider
changing your pillow! What we find comfortable may actually be hurting us. #migrainechat
#DisabilityTwitter 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A6. Nobody. I don't living with other people. Makes me anxious. #MigraineChat 

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine 
@beth_morton Housekeeper! I can never keep up with the housework. #migrainechat 
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Janet Money @believethewomen 
@beth_morton The money. #migrainechat . Thinking about retirement financial security. And if retired,
maybe fewer migraine attacks! 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 I feel like being out of treatment options means I lean towards compassion. I need
someone who will help focus on quality of life not treatment innovations when they aren’t options for
me anyway #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 I am TORN I would love a housekeeper because this is where i struggle with
scents but god would I love a chef. I love to cook but sometimes I want someone else to cook for me.
#MigraineChat 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Would you rather have a live-in 1) chef, 2) housekeeper, 3) personal trainer,
4) administrative assistant, or 5) nanny? Explain. #MigraineChat https://t.co/keCISVLbzA 

Kate the Science Pug @KadashKate 
@beth_morton A1: $10M. I’m old, and even if I didn’t have migraines, would never have made that
much in my lifetime. That would pay for a lot of great research into mechanisms of migraine disease.
#MigraineChat 

Kate the Science Pug @KadashKate 
@beth_morton A2: I’d rather have partial relief with no side effects. That’s more or less my current
reality (although it’s more like “manageable side effects” rather than “none”). A really bad side effects
can be just as bad as my migraines Eg, I developed ulcers from Excedrin. #MigraineChat 

Kate the Science Pug @KadashKate 
@beth_morton A3: I’ve had both. I would choose compassion & empathy. 1) Empathy means they will
accept their knowledge gaps and try to fill them (humility), and 2) It’s easier for a doc to learn new
migraine treatments than to learn empathy. #MigraineChat 

Kate the Science Pug @KadashKate 
Really good (and difficult) question 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A1. $10 mil, since almost all my stressors are money related. I could pay off all my and my parent’s
debts, buy a house, never have to work again, and afford to find the best healthcare for migraine
management. #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A2. Partial relief, cause a bad side effect could be worse than a migraine #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A3. This one was tough to chose. I think I’d go with really empathetic and compassionate. I can be a
better advocate for myself if the doctor is receptive and willing to learn. We’d have a better patient-
doctor relationship #MigraineChat 

Kate the Science Pug @KadashKate 
@beth_morton A5: Good question. #MigraineStigma means I tend to make my disease more invisible
to others so I can participate in things. I wish migraine were more visible/understood by others in
general so we didn’t battle this stigma. #MigraineChat 

Kate the Science Pug @KadashKate 
@beth_morton A6: I’m the odd one out here but in the absence of a driver, I need the admin assistant.
I can’t invoice or pay my bills to save my life, and I’m constantly forgetting appointments.
#MigraineChat 

Kate the Science Pug @KadashKate 
@beth_morton @adelee23 Especially with migraine, I would pick driver every time! I lose my vision
during an attack! #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@Woodstock #MigraineChat @beth_morton 

Luna Rose @LunaR0sette 
Housekeeper. I have strategies to help me cook and stay fed even on bad migraine days, I like
figuring out exercise myself, no idea whst I'd use an admin assistant for, and no kids 

Luna Rose @LunaR0sette 
Make it more outwardly visible. I realized I had migraines since early high school but never got
diagnosed because the adults in my life decided I was "exaggarating" 

Luna Rose @LunaR0sette 
Both. I honestly wish both were possible but if I had to pick, Id pick knowledge. Lack of knowledge
even in neurologists has made getting help hell, but Im glad to have the doctors I do now that are both 
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Luna Rose @LunaR0sette 
Migraine free work weeks. I've lost jobs due to having too many days where I just literally cant function
at all due to migraines/other chronic illness. At this point weekends are for recovering anyways and
I've never been able to be on a vacation 

 🚫 🏠 😔 , please 🔁📌-JJ     @day10machine 
@beth_morton I lost so much of my life and earning potential to untreated migraines, I'm going with
the money. I really need money right now and I could do a lot of good for myself and others with that
much. #MigraineChat 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
3 Days migraine free!! Brain working 😁 No Pain! walked uphill, slept, no swelling, no hemiplegia, I can
breathe 😁 I can see, I feel normal 😮 Thanks to my #SanityPatches #HRT #migraine #sheffield
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid #spoonie #Disability #normal #ChronicPain #Menopause
https://t.co/A4DjlgDf7R 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
RT @YorkshireMigra1: Any #woman whose #migraines may be #hormone related needs to see this
video link below on #menstrual, #perimenopause, #menopause & #migraine #postmigraine #IWD
#IWD2022 #puberty #migrainechat Link to video here https://t.co/EwZJxO0c2E
https://t.co/nhHCgDYkZo 

Brown Journal of Hospital Medicine @BrownJHM 
Headache/Migraine pearls #Headache #migrainechat #IM2022 #HospitalMedicine #Neurology
#MedTwitter #BJHM #BrownJHM  https://t.co/xQKJvs7mtZ 

Meded @cryptovitas 
RT @BrownJHM: Headache/Migraine pearls #Headache #migrainechat #IM2022 #HospitalMedicine
#Neurology #MedTwitter #BJHM #BrownJHM  https://t.co/xQKJvs7mtZ 

Vijay Selvaraj, MD, MPH @VijaySelvarajMD
RT @BrownJHM: Headache/Migraine pearls #Headache #migrainechat #IM2022 #HospitalMedicine
#Neurology #MedTwitter #BJHM #BrownJHM  https://t.co/xQKJvs7mtZ 

NaE @IsaidNae 
@beth_morton 2) the vestibular migraine amplifies every effect and side effect. Even aspirin can feel
like you are on some sort of drugged trip. I hate it. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@IsaidNae Next time! It makes it easier for others (myself included) to see responses during and after
#MigraineChat. I also make a transcript and can’t include responses without the hashtag. 

RXKEVING @KNRXRX 
RT @BrownJHM: Headache/Migraine pearls #Headache #migrainechat #IM2022 #HospitalMedicine
#Neurology #MedTwitter #BJHM #BrownJHM  https://t.co/xQKJvs7mtZ 

Arkadiy Finn, MD, FACP, FHM @ArkadiyFinnMD 
RT @BrownJHM: Headache/Migraine pearls #Headache #migrainechat #IM2022 #HospitalMedicine
#Neurology #MedTwitter #BJHM #BrownJHM  https://t.co/xQKJvs7mtZ 

Tammy Hader @HaderTammy 
Migraine experiences are personal, and so is the choice of who you want on your team. How Migraine
Warriors Find the Right Doctor https://t.co/WMvqvnIc3l from @WebMD; @AtlasMD #migrainechat
@Migrainedotcom @amfmigraine 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton Oh no, I missed #MigraineChat yesterday! I’m so sad. I’ll probably go through and
respond to the questions later, but this morning is hard for [politics is awful] reasons. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
1. Find your #migraine community ➡ #MigraineChat 2. Find reputable resources and learn about
migraine 3. Treatments are really individual; keep that in mind as you build your treatment plan 

Amr Nagy🇨🇦, MD, MSc, FRCPC, dABIM, incoming FACP @amronagyMD 
RT @BrownJHM: Headache/Migraine pearls #Headache #migrainechat #IM2022 #HospitalMedicine
#Neurology #MedTwitter #BJHM #BrownJHM  https://t.co/xQKJvs7mtZ 

Ash @AshCurryOcd 
One of the “things” that’s often not talked about is the co-existing migraines that run alongside ocd /
mental illness , that can be very debilitating in itself #mentalillness #ocd #migrainechat

Ree923 @ree923 
Ocular migraine’s here I wish i was home and not at work #ocular #migrainechat 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton $10 million all the way! I can still order on Amazon with an ice pack on my head while
living on my dream llama farm. With mini cows. #migrainechat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: 1. Find your #migraine community ➡ #MigraineChat 2. Find reputable resources
and learn about migraine 3. Treatments are really individual; keep that in mind as you build your
treatment plan 
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Margie 🏆×7 @marjayhan 
Update on my daily chronic migraines that spoiled the 1st half of the snooker championships for me.
They are working really well & the pain has all but evaporated until it wears off later & I need the 2nd
dose soon to be increased. I feel like “me” again. #migrainechat #Health 

Kindy @cupcakeskindy 
@adamfare1996 Do you drink enough water… said over & over again #migrainechat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
RT @beth_morton: 1. Find your #migraine community ➡ #MigraineChat 2. Find reputable resources
and learn about migraine 3. Treatments are really individual; keep that in mind as you build your
treatment plan 

gay penguin @1111gaypenguin 
RT @Annacreegan: If Day 3 of a migraine was a bird it would be this. #VestibularMigraine #migraine
#migrainechat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A4. Um, can I have both please? 😁 #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A6. I would give anything for a really good assistant & wish I could afford one. I would
rather be present with my family when away than thinking about all the things piling up I have to take
care of. Would be a huge weight off my mind. Plus I'm already the chef! #MigraineChat 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
I keep banging on about practical support pods, I'm curious how many people on here with #migraine
are in my home town of #Sheffield & would be up for this? According to statistics there are approx 80k
migraineurs in the S postcode #NEISvoid #migrainechat #menopause #headache
https://t.co/ocxgSaS59x 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton I’d take the no migraines. My life has gotten so terribly small with chronic daily
migraine that $10 million dollars wouldn’t do much for me. #migrainechat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A2. I guess it would depend on how bad the side effect was. But I’d probably settle for
something that takes the edge off. I’m so used to feeling awful that even a little but of relief would be
great. #migrainechat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A3. Easy one! Someone who is supper knowledgeable. Compassion is great but it
isn’t going to help me get better. #migrainechat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A4. I’d take migraine free any time. I’m not picky. #migrainechat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A5. I have wanted both at one time or another. I wanted people to see that I was not
faking, but thankful no one could tell I was so sick. Now I don’t think it really matters. The people who
love me the most can tell when I’m not well and I have nothing to prove. #migrainechat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A6. I’m going with chef. Though I went to culinary school and love cooking, many days
it’s just too hard. I don’t care if my floor isn’t washed, but someone has to feed the family.
#migrainechat 

SymphonyNymph @symphonynymph 
Control variable weather & my migraines will improve! Gee, why didn't I think of that? 😂 Thanks
Migraine Buddy! #migrainechat https://t.co/1KsnFw4XZ7 
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